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NFL Draft 2016 Scouting Report: WR Braxton Miller, 

Ohio State 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

None of us really know how to properly analyze Braxton Miller—as a wide receiver prospect. In a sense, 

it’s almost a brilliant ruse/hoax of a prospect story. A guy is a great mobile quarterback for a couple of 

years in college, and then makes a late move to wide receiver his senior season, where he displays some 

of his obvious athletic gifts. He’s not a fully integrated wide receiver for the team in his senior season 

conversion. Things are more left to our imagination—Braxton Miller can become as good as our minds 

want him to be. 

By and large, the football community has decided to fill in those blanks to propagate Braxton Miller as a 

potential first-round wide receiver conversion prospect. I think that’s more of a mistake than not…a 

risky proposition. 

My scouting on Braxton Miller is going to take a bit of a skeptical/negative turn here. I’m not sure that 

I’m correct in my scouting, but I’m pretty sure you (NFL analysts, scouts, fans, etc.) don’t know any more 

than I do. I say ‘you don’t know’ (or me either) because I believe that there is NOT enough information 

to be sure he’s a good or great NFL WR prospect. Miller has some promising attributes, but also things 

that scouts should be very concerned with—issues I don’t see anyone really raising nationally. I’m going 

to raise them. 

It’s kinda like they say about Donald Trump supporters—they’ve made up their mind, and there’s no 

talking them out of their decision. I’m not sure what I have to bring to the table is going to scare you 

on Braxton Miller, because the football media has already made up its mind for you, but I’m going to 

try. At least, raise questions so the debate is not so one-sided. 

Can I ask this one simple question? Do you think Urban Meyer is a pretty good football coach? I think 

we’d all answer yes, even if you are a Michigan or Florida State fan, etc. Urban has been doing this a 

long time. He seems like he wants to win football games, right? 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Why is it that Urban Meyer shied away from using Braxton Miller to the fullest in 2015, and nobody’s 

talking about it? Does no one see this as an issue? Think about it. Urban Meyer has done nothing to 

show any allegiance to Braxton Miller...or effort to get him the ball more in 2015. Obviously, Braxton 

was terrific right out of the gate as a mobile quarterback at OSU. He racked up nice numbers and was 

the Big Ten Offensive Player of the Year in back-to-back seasons—this is the part of the story that we 

want to remember. We hang our hats on his early college work at QB. People conveniently block out the 

next chunk of the story. 

Basically, an underprepared freshman (J.T. Barrett) waltzes into Braxton Miller’s QB job to start 2014, 

after another Miller shoulder injury…and Barrett equals or outproduces him statistically (per game) and 

helps lead a team to the national championship. I know Barrett did not finish it out (Cardale Jones did), 

but J.T. was certainly be instrumental in getting them there. 

Upon Miller’s return from injury, in 2015, a quarterback competition breaks out. Miller is not first or 

second in that competition…he decides to move to wide receiver—a wise decision. Now, at this point in 

the story, if Braxton had transitioned to wide receiver and exploded onto the scene, we’d have an 

interesting situation. That’s not what happened. 

Braxton Miller, the two-time Big Ten Offensive Player of the Year, drops out of the quarterback 

competition, moves to a wide receiver role…and is barely used for the entire season. He was so 

unbelievably awesome as a wide receiver, so fast, so agile, that Ohio State barely used him in games in 

2015. Why? 

You don’t believe me? 

Let’s give Braxton Miller some grace early in the season, as he transitioned to his new position. I’ll 

ignore his first half of his 2015 season. Let me look at his last six games as an Ohio State wide receiver…a 

wide receiver that some people are calling for as a first-round draft pick today. Here are Braxton 

Miller’s catch counts in each game over his final six games, the last one being their bowl game: 2-1-2-1-

1-2. 

Are you kidding me? How hard is it to get this great talent some bubble screens? 

The great wide receiver transition of the modern age, Braxton Miller, supposed first-round talent, 

mustered all of 1.5 catches per game in his final six college games. Man, what would Ohio State ever do 

without him? Oh, I know what you’re going to say now, “But he also ran the ball as a wildcat!” That’s 

true. His rushing attempts in those final six games, and each game: 1-5-0-2-3-2. Between catches and 

carries, Braxton Miller over his final six college football games averaged less than 4.0 touches per game. 

This is your elite WR prospect? This is your next Randall Cobb? 

If Braxton Miller is so good, why did Urban Meyer quickly turn from him as his quarterback, and then 

barely use him during the 2015 season as a WR/RB/QB? I would also add…why did Braxton Miller mildly 

disappoint in the Senior Bowl game, and at the NFL Combine? Is anyone asking these questions about 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Miller in the national football media? Of course, they are not. The media decided they were in love 

with Braxton Miller right away and are not even questioning the details. 

Braxton Miller is a bit of a head case my opinion (runs off at the mouth on the field and isn’t a ‘wizard’ 

in press conferences). He was kind of sparingly used/ignored by Urban Meyer (and two quarterbacks) in 

2015 and was a mild letdown at the NFL Combine. How did this flimsy prospect resume turn into first-

round mock draft projection, with everyone all excited about his potential? 

I believe Braxton Miller is somewhat of a hoax concocted in football analysts’ minds and poured down 

onto the football masses. It’s a ‘given’, when it should be 50-90% under serious scrutiny. The data and 

facts just do not add up. 

I’d like to tell you there are clues to be uncovered for watching Miller on tape, but again…he was barely 

used at Ohio State. He was a gimmicky WR option, and a wildcat RB. He barely was involved in the 

games. When he did enter, he’d have some nice moments, but again strictly gimmicky, not the 

centerpiece of the offense…not even close. 

I think Urban Meyer is trying to tell us something…even if subconsciously. In fact, he basically screamed 

it at all of us…but we were too blind to notice. 

Braxton Miller has NFL athleticism, but I question his mental makeup, and I really question his hands for 

the passing game. I was unimpressed with him at the Senior Bowl, as well as the receiving drills at the 

NFL Combine. He’s not a ‘hack’, but he’s definitely not had a fluid transition to wide receiver yet either. 

Miller should be one of those middle-of-the-draft, developmental gamble-type wide receivers. However, 

Ohio State has such a prospect hype-train going right now in 2016, I would not be shocked if Braxton 

Miller did not wind up in the late first round. 

  

Braxton Miller, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Everyone wants to point to Randall Cobb and Julian Edelman as Braxton Miller comparisons. I think if 

you compare those three, you would be rattled to your core on Miller. It’s easy on the surface to say, 

“Hey, college quarterbacks who became star NFL wide receivers; it can be done!” It’s not that simple. 

I already made the case that Braxton Miller wasn’t much a part of the offense in 2015. Miller averaged 

1.9 catches per game. He carried the ball 3.3 times per game. Most intriguing, and overlooked by 

everyone, is the fact that this nifty gimmick of a player was not returning kicks or punts either. You 

would think Miller would be perfect for that. I think he didn’t because he’s a bit of diva, and 

because Urban Meyer doesn’t fully trust him. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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You want to compare Miller to Randall Cobb? Randall Cobb converted from quarterback and caught 84 

passes his final college season...6.5 catches per game. He also ran the ball 55 times (4.2 per game). He 

also returned 59 kicks that year and scored a touchdown on one of them. Oh, and he also threw 10 

passes for three TDs. Every statistic I just mentioned, Randall Cobb outperformed Braxton Miller in their 

final college season...it wasn’t even close. 

Julian Edelman was an all-everything mobile quarterback who took years to develop into a gritty Wes 

Welker–type wide receiver. Before he became a star wide receiver, he was an ace return man. What do 

you think the odds are that Braxton Miller, and his multiple shoulder injuries, will grind his way into 

a Wes Welker NFL status? 

That’s one thing I can mention from the limited tape of Miller at WR. Braxton Miller is not a Julian 

Edelman grinder type wide receiver. He’s more of a Randall Cobb finesse wide receiver. Only Cobb 

showed much more heart as a top return man, runner of the ball, and accomplished wide receiver in 

college. Cobb did it all and did it well. Braxton Miller averaged less than two catches a game and was 

not involved in returning kicks. How are we elevating Miller to such a lofty draft status for such an 

incomplete, sketchy resume in college in 2015? 

As the 2015 season wore on, Miller was actually used less and less by Urban Meyer. He did not improve 

over time. The numbers/output are as plain as day that Miller did not seize this opportunity. He was just 

a gimmicky guy thrown into some plays to be clever. 

For the 2015 season, Miller averaged per game: 1.9 catches for 26.2 yards, 3.3 rushes for 20.1 

yards…46.3 total yards. These are the numbers of the NFL’s next great QB-to-WR conversion? 

At the NFL Combine, Miller ran a moderate 4.50 40-time, but had a sweet 6.65 three-cone time. Average 

speed, nice agility…agility that says Miller should have produced more as a receiver last season. WR 

prospect Trevor Davis put up similar speed-agility times as Miller at the 2016 NFL Combine (actually 

Davis is a little better in every measurement otherwise), and they are about the same size, with similarly 

mediocre 2015 seasons…but Davis went to Cal/not Ohio State, so no one cares. Miller is pushed as the 

next coming. 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Braxton Miller Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

I see names like Ryan Whalen and Josh Lenz, or even a Josh Bellamy…guys with terrific athleticism 

measured at Pro Days or Combines, who were mediocre college WRs—but they scrap in training camps 

for years and barely get noticed. Josh Lenz should be at least a 4th WR for an NFL team right now—he’s 

been terrific in preseason work for Cleveland the past two seasons. Those guys don’t get the 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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push Braxton Miller does. I get that Miller was a great running QB for two years—but we’re talking NFL 

wide receiver now. I don’t care about his mobile QB days. It’s an unfair push of Miller versus many other 

names that are rejected by the NFL. 

If Miller has a fringe NFL roster/4th or 5th WR status in the NFL like the computer is foreseeing…this is a 

bad draft value coming. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngt

h 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands
' 

Metric 

6.825 2016 Miller Braxton Ohio State 6 1.3 201 9.15 9.66 7.12 

7.714 2011 Whalen Ryan Stanford 6 1.1 202 10.53 8.03 5.31 

5.002 2012 Bellamy Josh Louisville 6 0.1 205 11.10 7.05 5.81 

7.425 2011 Johnson Ronald USC 5 11.8 199 9.63 11.17 6.79 

1.580 2012 McCree Quintin Maryland 6 0.5 199 8.09 9.85 5.31 

6.325 2011 Moore Denarius Tennessee 5 11.6 194 7.36 10.95 7.39 

7.876 2013 Lenz Josh Iowa State 5 11.2 201 12.07 11.95 5.99 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC, and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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2016 NFL Draft Outlook: 

The Braxton Miller hype seems to be dying down a little bit. His Senior Bowl game, and especially his 

NFL Combine numbers, did not necessarily help his inflated prospect cause. I’m seeing Braxton 

Miller more and more as a second-round projection now. As much as I cannot believe that a team would 

stretch that highly for him, I’m sure the Ohio State stamp of approval will get him into that second-

round. 

If I were an NFL GM, I see an all-talk-and-no-action developmental wide receiver. Sure, Braxton 

Miller has great agility numbers. However, if he’s not going to be that dedicated to becoming an every-

down wide receiver, and he’s too fragile to return kicks…who cares? I can find plenty of other prospects 

with great agility. Hell, 6′3″+ WR prospect Devon Cajuste had better agility times than Miller…why isn’t 

Cajuste being pushed as a second-round pick? People really have made a mountain out of a molehill 

here with Miller. I know Braxton Miller has some NFL gifts, but for the price tag to take it on and try to 

develop it, I’ll find a much better value for the same role, same kind of receiver later in the draft…or 

undrafted. Give me Damarr Aultman to work with, a talented/athletically gifted undrafted free agent 

WR out of 2015’s class. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Miller is going to be drafted highly, so some NFL team is going to have to justify it by thrusting him in the 

lineup right away. I don’t know why, but Braxton Miller taken in the second-round and then being 

forced straight into the starting lineup has the smell of Rex Ryan and the Buffalo Bills all over it. To be 

fair, it also has the dopiness of Jacksonville reeking of it as well. 

Miller has NFL athleticism, so I’m sure he’ll have a couple of moments here and there. What I don’t 

believe is that Braxton Miller will have a sustained career of excellence. I don’t know that he’ll have a 

sustained career of usefulness either. He’s talented enough to do some things in the NFL, but in the end, 

for what people are going to pay and what the expectations are—he’s not going to be what people think 

he is. 

I could be wrong. Miller has the upside of honing his craft in the NFL and beating my pessimistic view—I 

could wind up to be wrong here…but I’ve seen no improvement in college, so I am skeptical. And don’t 

want to pay the price to see if he can pan out. Plenty of other options available at WR later in the draft 

that are athletic and developmental as well.  
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